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**CHAPLIN**

Thomas Chaplin (1684–1747), of Blankney, Lincoln \(\times\) 1720 Diana Archer (1687–1756)

\(\times\) Charles Chaplin (1730–1795), of Tathwell Hall \(\{Russell\}\) \(\times\) 1755 Elizabeth Thoroton (1730–) \(\{Cotes\}\) q.e.

\(\times\) George Chaplin

\(\times\) Thomas Chaplin

\(\times\) Charles Chaplin & al.

\(\times\) Charlotte (1770–) \(\{Romney\}\) 2\(\times\) 1818 Edward Harrison (1759–1838), MD, physician in Honcastile

\(\times\) Sophia

\(\times\) John Chaplin (1732–1764) of Blankney \(\times\) 1757 Lady Elizabeth Cecil (–1813) \(\{Russell; Spencer\}\) q.e.

\(\times\) Charles Chaplin (1759–1821) \(\{Romney\}\) \(\times\) 1781 Elizabeth Taylor, dau. of Dr Robert Taylor